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MARKETING FOR
THERAPISTS

INTRODUCTIONS

PSYCHED TO GROW 2022

SHARE BRIEFLY ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR PRACTICE AND W HAT YOU’RE HOPING TO GET OUT OF
THIS WORKSHOP
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MINDSET
WHO AM I?

The purpose of marketing is to help people who
are looking for support find you
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You are promoting your services,
not yourself
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HOW DO YOU WANT TO SPEND YOUR NON-CLINICAL TIME?

A REMINDER

Make sure you are advertising in
accordance with laws and regulations for
your license type and status.

DEALING WITH
INSURANCE COMPANIES
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MARKETING
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COMPANIES THAT PROVIDE REFERRALS

MYTHS ABOUT MARKETING
1 - Marketing is sleazy
2 - You have to be on social media
3 - Paid ads are the best way to get
clients
4 - You have to be good at networking
i.e an extrovert

Be skeptical.

Source: SimplePractice article

They’re all for profit.
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LIMITING BELIEF
ABOUT POTENTIAL
CLIENTS

REALITIES OF MARKETING
1 - Marketing is necessary
2 – Marketing helps people who are already
looking for help find you
3 – Marketing is the introduction to your services
and an opportunity to start real, deep, lifechanging relationships
4 - Marketing should be based around who you are
as a professional and who you love working with
5 - The most successful marketing strategy is the
on you’re most passionate about
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There aren’t enough clients
out there and I have to hustle
to get my slice of the pie
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REALITY OF
POTENTIAL CLIENTS

CRITICAL MINDSET STANCE

There are infinite pies
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You are an EXPERT!
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RESEARCH INDICATES…

EXERCISE:
HOW DID YOU FIND
YOUR MOST TREASURED
HELPER?

To buy a mattress, the average person
needs 7 points of contact with a brand
before they make a purchase.
For something as intimate as therapy, they
often need more.
Be someone they Know, Like, and Trust
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BUDGET

SLOW & STEADY

Remember the old adage that you have to
spend money to make money

• Make it a steady drip over time
• Don't expect overnight results

Some advertising efforts are large initial
investments, while others are predictable
monthly expenses

• Commit to 1-2 hours a week once you
have a website and listings up

Set a monthly business budget for advertising
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KEEP IN MIND

THIS WORKSHOP HAS THREE PARTS:

Part 1:
Marketing Basics
Must-haves, nonnegotiables, set them and
forget them (mostly)
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Part 2:
Digital Marketing
Helping people find you
online

Part 3:
Interpersonal
Marketing

YOU DIDN’T GO TO SCHOOL FOR
THIS. IT’S NEW BUT NOT SCARY.

Building a community of
helping professionals

IT’S NOT URGENT. NOTHING
HAS TO HAPPEN NOW.
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FOUNDATIONS OF MARKETING
(NON-NEGOTIABLE)
SECTION ONE:
FOUNDATIONS OF MARKETING
ESTABLISHING A PROFESSIONAL PRESENCE IN THE WORLD AND ONLINE

GET PROFESSIONAL PHOTOS
TAKEN
(COST VARIES)
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($150/YR)

SET UP YOUR LISTINGS IN
THERAPIST DIRECTORIES
(GENERALLY $30/MO EA)
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WEBSITE

PHOTO OPTIONS
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WEBSITE
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SET UP YOUR W EBSITE

WEBSITE DON’TS

Unless you are running a group practice,
have a professional photo of your face on
the homepage

Don’t use a service like TherapySites,
BrighterVision, or anything that is
“budget friendly”

Use your own voice and wisdom

Avoid using quotes by others

Have individual pages for all your specialties

No pictures of stacked rocks
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NEXT STEPS
•Identify your ideal client
•What identities do they hold?
•Why are they coming to therapy?

LISTINGS

•Where do they spend their time?
•Where are they likely to look or
ask for help?
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NICHEING

IDEAL CLIENT
EXERCISE

Doesn’t actually exclude
people as many
therapists fear
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Helps establish
professional
competence and
expertise

Not as critical as some
people believe
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SOLIDIFY YOUR
ELEVATOR PITCH
EXAMPLE:
“I HELP [IDEAL CLIENT] GET
[RESULTS YOU DELIVER].”
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Helps attract people
you love working
with

“I help people of many
orientations and genders heal
their trauma, decrease their
anxiety, and find greater
satisfaction in their
relationships.”
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NEXT STEPS
WRITE SOME AWESOME COPY

EXAMPLES:

LOOK TO YOUR ELEVATOR PITCH AND SPEAK
DIRECTLY TO CLIENT PAIN POINTS RATHER
THAN TALKING ABOUT YOURSELF

“You want a balanced life; fulfilling career, romantic
relationship, genuine friendships, family bonds,
health, and fun. Maybe some areas of your life feel
full, yet there is still something missing, thus
creating this imbalance.” – Dr. Jennifer Kashani

QUOTES AREN’T WHAT DRAW CLIENTS TO
YOUR PRACTICE. USE YOUR OWN WORDS
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“High performers—athletes, graduate students,
business owners, corporate administrators,
parents, and healthcare and essential workers—are
typically encouraged to tuck their emotions away
and “grind it out” to be the best “performers” they
can be.” – Sonali Wason
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NEXT STEPS
FIND A LOGO / VISUAL ID / BRAND
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Stumped on branding?
Take this quiz:
Bit.ly/brand-level-quiz
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NEXT STEPS
SET UP A REFERRAL TRACKING SYSTEM

NEXT STEPS
ORDER BUSINESS / RACK CARDS
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BONUS
CONSIDER YOUR CYBER PRIVACY AND PURCHASE A SERVICE LIKE
DELETEME. THIS IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT IF YOU HAVE AN
UNUSUAL NAME
($100/YEAR)
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THE REST OF
THIS COURSE
IS MIX &
MATCH

QUESTIONS ABOUT
BASICS

TAKE W HAT YOU WANT AND
LEAVE THE REST
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YOU DON’T HAVE TO DO IT ALL
Please don’t. It’s too messy.
Pick a few things to start and do them well.
Then branch out.

SECTION TWO: DIGITAL
MARKETING

(I thought this graphic was a joke at first, but it wasn’t.)
Consistency, design, and organization in your marketing
really matter.
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HOW TO HELP PEOPLE FIND YOU ONLINE
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GOOGLE MY BUSINESS
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GOOGLE MY BUSINESS
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MAKE YOUR DIRECTORY LISTINGS
POP
• The first sentence of your text should address the
reader and speak directly to their pain points
• Your photo needs to be professional with a pop
of color, cropped VERY close to face
• Don’t select too many specializations or use too
much psychobabble
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SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION
• SEO is what makes YOUR website more
likely to show up at the top of the page
when someone Googles something like
“trauma therapy San Francisco” or “therapy
for depression near me”
• It’s a powerful tool to help people find you
online
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WHAT INFLUENCES SEO?

HIRING SOMEONE TO OPTIMIZE YOUR SEO
It is absolutely worth paying someone to do this for you

A Secure and
Accessible
Website

Technical SEO

Page Speed
(Including Mobile
Page Speed)

User Experience

Mobile
Friendliness

Links

Domain Age,
URL, and
Authority

Optimized
Content

Social Signals

Real Business
Information

This will run $1k-3k initially
Your website should be complete and beautiful first (unless you are also hiring them to design
your site) with multiple pages for specialties, etc
Hire someone who specializes in working with mental health providers
SEO can’t be improved overnight

Source: OptIn Monster
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Example

This is the fastest
way to drive
clients to your
website
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It will work if
they’re set up
correctly
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• Target specific area codes and
genders
• When your practice is full, you
can easily turn these off

Don’t do the Google Ad Wizard

• Recommend $150 monthly
budget IF your ads are designed
well
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Google Ads is very strict about
who is allowed to claim expertise
in substance abuse treatment.
They may remove your ads if you
don’t get a pricey certificate to
show you really are an expert.
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Scheduling Widgets
Making it very easy to schedule a
consult with you will increase the
number of inquiries you get.
Inconvenience and social anxiety
discourage people from calling and
emailing

Make links to your
scheduling widget
clear and present on
EVERY website page
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34% of appointments are
booked after hours

SCHEDULING
WIDGETS

Scheduling Widgets

68% of clients expect to be
able to book appointments
online
80% of customers select
providers based on
convenience
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VIDEO
MARKETING
DON’T SHY AWAY FROM IT!
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VIDEO MARKETING DOS & DON’TS
• Get creative with it! Show your personality and
make it seem conversational
• Don’t read from a script
• You can use humor but stay professional
• Don’t run through your résumé
• Speak to pain points, but don’t pathologize
clients. Highlight their strengths
• Use clear disclaimers when necessary
• You don’t need to be tech savvy, so long as your
videos have uncompromised sound and image
• Unedited videos are in style!
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BLOGGING

BLOGGING TIPS

• Great for SEO (new content for search
engines to crawl)

• Consistency is key. Aim for once a month

• Great for sharing on social media
(boosted posts drive more traffic to your
website which boosts SEO)

• Always format posts similarly

• Seasonal/topical posts and listicles do well
• Video blogs are great

• They can be short (~300 words)
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HARO

• Help A Reporter Out is a great way to get
your name out in the media to position
yourself as an expert.
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HARO TRAINING

HARO PROCESS

• Free training: Melodywilding.com/mediasecrets

Find a query you are
qualified to comment
on

(I don’t know her or have an affiliate deal with her. She
pitches a longer, expensive course during the training,
but the basics are all there.)

Email the reporter
Be brief
U se language everyone can understand

Get quoted or
interviewed

Follow up on anything you subm it – you
likely w on’t hear back even if your quote is
used.
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TESTIMONIALS
• Guidelines about the legal and ethical
propriety of having testimonials on your
website have changed in California recently

TESTIMONIALS

• If you’re not comfortable asking clients for
testimonials, consider offering colleagues a
blurb and requesting the same for them
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook, Yelp, LinkedIn, Instagram,
TikTok, YouTube

TESTIMONIALS
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LEGAL & ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

Always keep separate personal and
professional accounts

• It’s optional
• Only pick a platform you enjoy using

Communicate with clients about how you will engage on
social media, including confidentiality risks and the propriety
of using social media to contact you in an emergency

• Consider your branding
• Consider where your clients are
• Consider the time commitment
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Consider what you might be legally allowed to do if
a client leaves you a negative comment or review
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HOW TO POST ON SOCIAL MEDIA

HIRING SOMEONE TO MANAGE SOCIAL MEDIA

• Consider creating a monthly content calendar so you don’t have to come up
with ideas for new content every day
• People love photos of nature and dogs (sorry, cats)

• Someone who connects with content
• Not a big influencer

• Hashtags do great on Instagram, not as great on Facebook

• Posts quality content

• Remember it’s about interacting, not just posting

• Has a research and planning strategy

• Create connections with other therapists too

• No paid followers

• Post weekly on Facebook, daily on Instagram
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A REMINDER
It is NEVER okay to do case consultation on social media.

BREATHE

Even if you think it’s impossible to track it back to the client.
IT DOESN’T ALL HAVE TO
HAPPEN OVERNIGHT

Don’t do it.
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SECTION THREE:
INTERPERSONAL MARKETING

QUESTIONS ABOUT
DIGITAL MARKETING

BUILDING YOUR HELPING COMMUNITY
OR;
NETWORKING ISN’T TERRIBLE, I PROMISE!
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CONNECT WITH
PROFESSIONALS YOU KNOW
OR WOULD LIKE TO KNOW

CONNECT WITH
PROFESSIONALS YOU KNOW
OR WOULD LIKE TO KNOW
Over coffee:

• Create a list
• Set the intention of authentically
building real relationships that are
mutually beneficial
• Don’t include MDs/psychiatrists

• Chat about the work, what you love
• Ask lots of questions about their practice
• Mention you have 1-2 spots open even if
you have 10

• Reach out to one a week to schedule
a coffee (even on Zoom)
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• Ask what you can do to support their
practice
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CONNECT WITH MEDICAL
PROFESSIONALS
One doctor can fill your practice!
• Create a list of MDs/PsychNPs you want to connect with
• Mail/drop off a specific letter with business or rack cards
• Use care coordination calls to your advantage
• If you happen to actually talk to a doctor, be direct, brief,
and professional. State that you have a few openings in
your practice. Use your elevator pitch
• Doctors’ offices respond positively to snacks like muffins,
cookies, etc
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CONNECT THROUGH GROUPS

BNI

• Professional associations
• Grad program groups
• Newly licensed groups
• Specialty groups/identity based groups
• Consultation groups
• Small business association/women in
business
• Online groups
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Business Networking International – The Largest
Referral Network In The World
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OTHER INTERPERSONAL
MARKETING IDEAS:

INTAKE PROCESS

• Offer workshops
• Podcasting
• Reserve booths at community
events and do something fun like
“speed therapy”
• Speaking gigs and presentations for
large employers or your professional
association
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Your first interactions with a new client set the
tone of the work. They are likely still deciding if
they want to work with you.
Also – be sure to ask how they found you!
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Want more support?

QUESTIONS ABOUT
INTERPERSONAL
MARKETING

CONTACT:
LAUREL@ LAURELTHERAPY.NET
W W W.LAURELTHERAPY.NET
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